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In the event an office is closed or an employee has a personal situation requiring them 

to work from home, that employee is authorized to temporarily bring home computer 

hardware to augment their work-from-home situation until the crisis subsides. 

We recognize that a remote work situation is not ideal and will not provide you with the 

same ease of doing business as you have with your full capabilities in the office. That 

said, we feel that the easiest way to set yourself up at home is to bring a monitor home 

and plug directly into your laptop via HDMI cable. 

Bringing home a monitor 

 

1. Unplug the existing cables from the 

monitor. There should be a a) 3-pronged 

Power Cord and either a b) DisplayPort 

cable or an HDMI cable 

 

Be sure to unplug the power cord from 

its power source and bring that home. 
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2. The easiest way to connect at home will 

be with one monitor and an HDMI cable. 

If your office setup utilizes an HDMI cable 

(from step 1 above), unplug the other 

end from the docking station and bring 

that home. If not, refer to the steps 

below on setting up your monitor below. 

 
3. Carefully pack up your monitor to 

protect the screen. If you still have the 

packaging boxes in your office, use 

those to bring it home. Otherwise, 

considering wrapping it in paper towels 

or other soft cloth. 

 

 

Setting up your monitor 

 

1. Once you find a good location, turn the 

monitor so can you see the ports on the 

underside of the back of it. 

 

2. You will need to plug in the 3-pronged 

power cord into the back. 
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3. Next, plug in an HDMI cable into the port 

labeled “HDMI”. 

 
 

4. Finally, connect the other end of the 

HDMI cable into the side of the laptop – 

the port labeled “HDMI”. 
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Configuring your monitor 

 

1. Once your monitor is set up, plugged in 

and turned on, right click on your 

desktop and select “Display Settings” or 

“Screen Resolution” depending on what 

version of Microsoft Windows is on the 

machine. 

Windows 10 

 
 

Windows 7 
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2. Scroll down and go to “Multiple 

displays.”  

 

If you just want a bigger display than 

your laptop, you can keep the setting on 

“Duplicate These Displays”. 

 

If you want to extend your desktop to 

use both your monitor and your laptop 

screens separately, select “Extend These 

Displays” 

Windows 10 

 
 

Windows 7 
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3. If you selected to “Extend These 

Displays,” scroll back up. You can click 

and drag the “1” and “2” screens to 

update the order of your screens, 

depending on whether your laptop is on 

the left or right of your monitor. 

Windows 10 

 
 

Windows 7 

 
 

Setting up a mouse and keyboard 

 

1. If you are bringing home your keyboard 

and mouse, be sure to also unplug the 

USB dongle and plug it into your laptop. 

Your mouse and keyboard will not work 

without this. 

 
 

 

 


